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Sounds belong to the City. They determine spaces and 
identities. For years, artists have been using city noises as a 
material to stage or to question urban space – new territory, 
however, for most architects and planners within the routines 
of functional planning procedures. »Tuned City – B etween 
Sound- and Space Speculation« searches for a new evaluation  
of architectural spaces from the perspective of acoustics. 
This volume presents various positions of architects, artists 
and theorists to expand the architectural discourse with the 
dimension of listening.  
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Doris Kleilein ( *1970), architect and editor of the magazine for architecture 
and urban planning Bauwelt in Berlin. Studied architecture at the TU Berlin 
and at the UfM in Winnipeg, Kanada. Collaborated in architectural offi-
ces, e.g. Kees Christiaanse, Rotterdam. Since 1992 author for print and ra-
dio. 2002 co-founder of bromsky architecture (with Jan Liebscher, Franziska 
Streb).    Anne Kockelkorn ( *1975), architect and freelance author in 
Berlin. Studied music at the UdK Berlin and architecture in Paris (EAPB 
Paris-Belleville) and at the Arts Academy Berlin-Weißensee. Collaboration 
with artists in an international context. Since 2006 author for the Bauwelt, 
since 2007 member of the Archplus editorial board.  Carsten Stabenow 
( *1972), communication designer, und Gesine Pagels ( *1972), comparatist, 
founded the media art festival garage in Stralsund in 1997, which they organi-
sed and produced as artistic directors until 2005. Carsten Stabenow works as 
independant curator and producer of events in the contexts of new media and 
sound art and realises as a member of Staalplaat Soundsystem internationally 
his own projects and sound installations. Gesine Pagels works as a dramaturg 
for a theatre agency in Berlin.       < editors


